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October 25, 2013 

 

 

TORTOISES AND HARES 

 

Many people are likely to recall Aesop’s fable of the “The Tortoise and the Hare.”  As the story goes, a 

braggart hare challenges a tortoise to a foot race, and the hare unimaginably loses the race.  As we know, 

the hare’s arrogance led it to take a nap during the race, and upon awakening it could not match the steady 

results of a persistent, albeit much slower, tortoise. Of course, this tale gave rise to the saying, “slow and 

steady wins the race.”  In our view, this fable is a highly effective and all too real metaphor for compound 

interest, and how wealth is created on a more lasting basis in the stock market. 

 

We believe the first lesson to be gleaned from the fable also happens to closely resemble Warren Buffett’s 

quip on the first rule to investing, “rule number one, never lose money…and rule number two is to never 

forget rule number one.”  The quote is always good for a smile, but it is also sincere.  Losses are hard to 

make up, period.  Even in the metaphorical case of the hare—which should never lose a footrace to a 

tortoise—it does, simply because it cannot cover enough ground once it has fallen too far behind in the 

race.  When it comes to compound interest, the magic ingredient is the amount of time spent actually 

compounding, and losses are the opposite of this.  In the table below we provide a simple illustration of 

1.) a beginning value of $100, then 2.) its remaining value following a given loss and then 3.) the return 

necessary to restore the original $100.  While the following table may be elementary, the illustration lays 

bare the unfriendly math surrounding investment losses, and in particular, the challenge presented by 

larger losses. 

 

 
 

 

As one might imagine from the preceding discussion, one constant obsession of value investors (ourselves 

included) through the course of stock selection is to limit the downside of any given holding by focusing 

on firms that possess a certain mix of: relative disinterest among fellow investors (i.e., pessimism on the 

near-term outlook), high quality (in earnings, cash flows, assets) and significant safety (no undue risk 

from balance sheet, or product obsolescence).  When these attributes are successfully combined into a 

portfolio of businesses, we believe it is possible to obtain a certain level (but not absolute level) of 

protection from downward swings in the market, when measured over periods of time.   

 

One method by which an investor’s success on this front could be measured is to examine their so-called 

“capture” ratio which represents the degree to which historical returns have reflected the overall moves of 

the market index.  For instance, if the market index declines 10% in one month and the investment 
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portfolio also declines 10% then the portfolio produced a downside capture of 100%, whereas another 

investment portfolio that only declined 5% in that same month represents a downside capture of 50% (the 

same concept and calculation applies to upside capture ratios too).  For passive investors in an index fund 

or ETF, capture will always approximate 100% with the exception of any tracking errors and/or 

management fees.  Obviously, this is a big nod to passive management when the market rises, but we 

think cementing a 100% downside capture when the market declines, is less comforting.  Therefore, the 

constant challenge—we think—to an active manager is to either generate higher returns than the market 

as it rises, or to lose less as it falls.  The key to outperformance is to maintain a positive spread over time 

between the upside and downside capture ratios, when compared to each other.  For instance, capturing 

150% of the upside is of little use if it is followed by capturing 160% of market downside, similarly 

capturing 50% on the downside is wasted if only 30% of the upside is captured over time.  Basically, a 

portfolio needs to possess an upside capture greater than its downside capture in order to outperform the 

market over time, whereas the ratio of the upside capture and the downside capture exceeds 1.0.  Within 

the spectrum of capture ratios, we should note that portfolios capturing more than 100% upside and/or 

downside are widely considered aggressive, while portfolios capturing less than 100% on either side are 

by comparison more conservative in nature.  We believe the latter profile is more analogous to an 

absolute focus on value investing.   

 

In our case, our long-only accounts have tended be more “conservative” in the sense that during the past 

four plus years since January 2009, our upside capture has been approximately 80% with a downside 

capture of 67%.  For perspective, we provide a side-by-side comparison of our long-only portfolio’s 

capture ratios with those calculated over the past five years by Morningstar from its universe of some 

4,432 value focused mutual funds, which they segregate further by market cap.
 1
   

 

 
 

 

As evident from the data, many value oriented mutual funds have struggled to produce upside capture 

ratios that exceed their respective downside capture ratios over this time period, suggesting that by and 

large, value investors have found the QE charged post-crisis markets a tricky habitat.  We believe that 

although our overall selection methods favor quality and conservatively priced bargain priced stocks, 

which helps assist in our downside capture ratio, it is our methodical buying activity during declining 

markets that helps push our upside capture ratio to a higher level.  Put more simply, we believe that 

investor behavior plays an enormous role in performance, and we endeavor to stay on the right side of this 

equation at all times.  Quite frankly, we tend to favor declining markets and the opportunities they create 

for this very reason, while rapidly increasing share prices in the market place tend to favor more 

aggressive investors attempting to outrun fellow hares. 

 

 

 

                                                 
1
 Past performance is not indicative of future results.  Please see attached disclosures. Source: Morningstar. 

Comparison of time periods is not exact due to the inception date of the Lauren Templeton Long-Only strategy 

being January 1, 2009. Morningstar numbers are based on 5 year rolling period. 
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In light of this discussion, and its focus thus far on portfolio level metrics, we would be remiss to ignore 

the role of stock selection in this equation.  Namely, every portfolio is merely a reflection of the 

businesses that it owns and the initial prices paid for those businesses at purchase.  With that said, let us 

conclude our discussion with a bottom-up commentary on two companies that in our mind might 

represent tortoises and hares within the stock market.  In the following commentary we will illustrate 

these views through a comparison of Apple Inc., and Fairfax Financial Holdings, Ltd. 

 

In the chart below we provide the last 26 years of share price and total returns for both Apple and Fairfax 

in a head-to-head comparison.  Interestingly, and not unlike the tortoise and hare fable itself, one could 

argue that Apple spotted Fairfax approximately 17 years-worth of compounding in this race.  During that 

stretch, Apple was in a relative snooze marked by product flops, management reshuffling, which 

eventually gave way to the crescendo of Steve Jobs’ genius following his return to the company in 1997.  

Clearly, Jobs and the Apple hare were finding their stride when they introduced the iPod in 2001, and 

then iTunes in 2003.  Then by 2007, with the introduction of the iPhone, and followed in 2010 with the 

introduction of the iPad, one would be hard pressed to find a company that could sprint any faster.  

However, true to form, technology is a field full nimble hares (i.e., Amazon, Samsung, Google, etc.), and 

these competitive forces proved reliably intransigent.  Beginning in 2012, Apple shares began to reflect 

this reality and shed 44% from their September 2012 high through their April 2013 low.  

 

 
 
Source:  Bloomberg 

 

Not surprisingly, the 44% drop in Apple shares represented yet another snoozing rabbit, and left the more 

steadily compounding tortoise out in front with the lead.  This observation is not meant to rib Apple 

investors by any stretch—it is an outstanding company—and we note that it has in its own right attracted 

a new audience of like-minded bargain hunters during the past year.   Rather, this story lays bare the 

tangible risk to owning shares in high-flying companies, particularly when everyone on the planet 

(competitors and investors) is chasing after the company and its shares.  Conversely, it also demonstrates 

the benefit to compounding returns steadily over longer-time horizons through a more diversified value 

investment approach such as the one embodied in Fairfax.  Fairfax derives profits from a combination of 

conservative property and casualty insurance underwriting, coupled with the exceptional long-term 

investment performance of Prem Watsa and his team who invest its float.  We believe that over time, an 
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investment portfolio will reflect the underlying performance and characteristics of the businesses that it 

owns.  If an investor owns a collection of hares, they will obtain hare-like investment performance, and if 

they own a collection of tortoises, they will obtain tortoise like performance.  That is just common sense, 

and as the saying goes, “slow and steady wins the race.”   

 

We appreciate your business, and enjoy the opportunity to serve your investment needs.  If you would 

like to speak with us regarding your account, or any other matter, please do not hesitate to contact us at 

any time. 

 

 

 

 

Lauren C. Templeton             Scott Phillips 

 

 
Principal & Portfolio Manager                                    Portfolio Manager 

 

 

 

 

Disclosures: 

 
Past performance is not indicative of future results.  This is not an offer to sell, or a solicitation of an offer to 

purchase any fund managed by Lauren Templeton Capital Management (“LTCM”). Such an offer will be made only 

by an Offering Memorandum, a copy of which is available to qualifying potential investors upon request.  An 

investment in a private fund is not appropriate or suitable for all investors and involves the risk of loss.  

 

LTCM reserves the right to modify its current investment strategies and techniques based on changing market 

dynamics or client needs.  It should not be assumed that any of the characteristics discussed were or will prove to be 

profitable, or that the investment recommendations or decisions we make in the future will be profitable.  The 

information provided in this report should not be considered a recommendation to purchase or sell any particular 

security. There is no assurance that any securities discussed herein will remain in the Fund’s portfolio at the time 

you receive this report or that securities sold have not been repurchased. The securities discussed may not represent 

the Fund’s entire portfolio and in the aggregate may represent only a small percentage of an account's portfolio 

holdings.  It should not be assumed that any of the securities transactions, holdings or sectors discussed were or will 

prove to be profitable, or that the investment recommendations or decisions we make in the future will be profitable 

or will equal the investment performance of the securities discussed herein.  Recommendations from the past 12 

months are available upon request.  
 

 

LTCM is a registered investment adviser.  Registration does not imply a certain level of skill or training. The fee 

schedule for LTCM’s investment advisory services with respect to the Fund is stated in the Offering Memorandum.  

The Fund will also incur other operating expenses such as administration fees, audit fees and legal fees which will 

reduce the performance of the fund.  More information about LTCM can be found in Form ADV Part 2 which is 

available upon request.  LTF-13-38 

 

 


